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Don’t take the crosses off!
Thoughts on Christian symbols

Dear friends,
Christian symbols are sometimes a thorn in somebody’s eyes. The debates are manifold:
Crosses in court or classrooms are said to violate the religious freedom of the nonbelievers. With the same argument a Christmas tree was removed from a French school.
A monument of the ten commandments in front of a court house in the US had to disappear – and along with it the judge who pled for its preservation. Also, Christmas cards
and Christmas parties fell victim to “political correctness”: almost 99% of British postcards for Christmas showed no Christian symbols at all; more than 2000 enterprises in
London did not organize a Christmas party any more for the same reason.
The argument used is this one: people of different faith or of different mind would feel
discriminated against. One ought to respect them and tolerate their freedom - and remove religious symbols.
German journalist Peter Hahne gives here a very accurate answer: “This kind of tolerance
[is] often nothing else than a manipulated disguised word for one’s own lack of standpoint. In reality, this leads, thought to the end, to intolerance. […] Authentic tolerance is
founded on firm standpoints.”
Walter Kasper, Cardinal and President of the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian
Unity, describes in the following text why he sees in the removal of Christian symbols
from the public area a “cultural and religious self-denial”, and why tolerance is „respect
for the conviction of others” and not the “renunciation of one’s own conviction”.
For a renewed Europe!
Your “Europe for Christ“ team

PS: don’t forget: a daily Our Father for a Europe based on Christian values!
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“We will reap contempt”
Thoughts by Cardinal Walter Kasper, President of the Pontifical
Council for Promoting Christian Unity.

“The Christian cross can be seen on church towers from Portugal
to Finland, from Ireland to Moscow. It is the identity symbol of
Europe. Taking down the cross, limiting it to the private sphere or
hiding it equals a capitulation and a cultural and religious
self-denial. This way we will not reap respect but contempt of
those of other faiths.
Could you imagine a country with a majority of Muslims which
would give up the symbol of the half-moon? Or would in such countries Christians complaining that the call of the Muezzin disturbs their sleep have any prospect of
success? Or would Muslims renounce the building of a mosque only because some citizens or
groups of citizens take offence at it?
At present we hold a wrong, not to say a weak and cowardly understanding of tolerance.
Tolerance means to respect and esteem the convictions of other, but not to renounce
one’s own conviction.
Of course, looking at Jesus on the cross can be alienating, frightening and even a sight
that stirs up. But is not our world very often frightening and stirring up? Do not our
children have this experience every day when watching – not even brutal killer games –
but simply the evening news? In the midst of a world full of injustice and violence this
cross of the Crucified should be a sign of reconciliation and of love which extends into the
darkest situations.
I have the impression that in this regard some alleged critical Christians are surpassed by
Hindus and Muslims in their respect to Jesus. Even though Muslims don’t believe in the
divine sonship of Jesus, they do have deepest respect for him as a prophet. The Koran
also knows a Christmas story (including the virgin birth). Why then should Christian kindergartens stop telling the Nativity story to the children or to illustrate it by a manger
scene? This kind of tolerance takes itself ad absurdum at the end.
Very different to this is it to pray with Muslims or other Non-Christians. This is not possible. The mixing of different religions is not a expression of respect but of disrespect of
the other. It denies not only one’s own faith but it induces the other as well to deny his.
We should not do this neither to us nor to the other. The answer to the pluralistic situation is not a mouse-grey levelling down but that we learn to respect each other in our
otherness.“

We thank the magazine Focus for allowing us the use of this text from its issue no. 52/2006.

